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Please explain your career – title, daily responsibilities, what you like about your job… 
I am a freelance Lighting Designer for commercial, non-profit, and regional theatre,
dance, and opera. The lighting designer and his/her associates and assistants design the
lighting for each look, or "cue," of the show. In collaboration with the crew, the lighting
designer is responsible for the visual storytelling and emotional reinforcement of the
piece. This includes script analysis, specification of equipment, drafting of the "light plot"
(an architectural drawing explaining to the technicians where to hang the lighting
fixtures), and the programming of what levels the lights are at in each cue into the
lighting console. I enjoy that my job is different every day. I have the privilege of getting
to work across many different genres and with many different artists who I respect
enormously. I get to take home a paycheck for something I love to do - and at the end of
the day, is there really a better job than that? 
 
Was there a particular class that ignited your interest in a field of study? 
The Performing Arts courses were certainly a catalyst for both my interest and helped me
lean toward my field of study.  The curriculum's focus on theatre history, dance history,
Shakespeare, current topics, stagecraft, and a diverse catalog of classical and
contemporary texts, music, and dance pieces gave me a well-rounded Theatre education.
 It prepared me for the college interview process at one of the top schools in my field and
equipped me for studying at a conservatory level.  
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Who at HT influenced you in a positive way?  
My theatre teachers - Mrs. Murphy, Mr. Tramantana, and Mr.
Jones - most certainly influenced me in a positive way.  Their
teaching style emphasized discipline, respect for the craft, and
professional work ethic.  Their teaching and dedication prepared
me as well-rounded artist, as they emphasized work ethic,
improvisation, critical thinking, organizational, and management
skills in addition to the theatre training. 
 
What is your earliest memory of your “Titan Experience?”  
My "Titan Experience" actually began a few years before my first
day of high school.  My mom began producing her company's
dance recital at Holy Trinity a few years before I started high
school.  This gave me an opportunity to meet some of the faculty
and some of the current students.  By the time high school rolled
around, I was positive I wanted to attend Holy Trinity too. 
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Have you stayed connected to your Titan
classmates? How often do you return to
campus? 
Some of my Titan classmates have remained
some of my closest friends. My roommate in
NYC is a Trinity alumnus. One of my best
friends today is a classmate I met at theatre
auditions before freshman year. I try to return
to campus as much as I can; I recently worked
as the Scenic & Lighting Designer for last
year's production of Pippin. I've also held
theatre design & technology workshops for
HT students and hired HT students and
alumni as assistants and interns on various
projects.  
 
Do you think your life would have turned
out differently if you had not attended Holy
Trinity?  
Besides my arts training at HT, it took me
until college to realize the difference in
education I received by attending Holy
Trinity. I firmly believe the literature we read
and the rigor of both Mr. Chorousey and Mr.
Lemos' teaching had an impact on both my
college studies and my career. Mr. Lannig's
"Morality and World Religions" classes opened
up a dialogue about social justice and diversity
that prepared me for collegial discussion on
the same topics. Mr. Motsinger's "Sacred Art"
class may be one of the most important classes
of my high school career.  The lessons learned
in that class on art criticism, the origins of
creativity, and how to take care of yourself as
an artist and as a person are as important as
ever.  One way in particular I think my life
was impacted by Holy Trinity was by its
diverse travel program.  Having the
opportunity to attend the inauguration of
Barack Obama and the opportunity to travel
internationally to the UK were experiences
not every high school student are offered.  I've
since traveled internationally numerous times
and had the desire, knowledge, and comfort to
do so as a result of the trips at Holy Trinity. 
 
What advice do you have for current Titans?  
My advice for current Titans would be to stay
true to the things you love to do. There will be
people who tell you that your passions are a
waste of time and that your efforts should be
put into areas they deem more scholarly or 
beneficial. You cannot let go of what makes
you happy.  It is the one thing that will truly
make you successful. 
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